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Whirlpool duet front load washer parts manual

We are open to your service! We are experiencing longer than normal phone keeping time, since you are in the fore for your patience, we will answer your call as soon as possible. X This is a duet wesher part guide for the core washer models below WFW9200, WFW9300, WFW9400, WFW9410,
WFW9450,WFW9451, WFW9470, WFW9500, WFW9550, WFW9600, WFW9630, WFW9640, WFW9700, WFW9750 For newer direct drive duet Older Duet &amp; Wesher Models Starting GHW The bottom panel of the washer can be removed for easy pump access by removing the 1/4 screw on the
bottom edge of the front washer. Duet's sewer drain pump has a coin trap that will hopefully catch anything you have forgotten out of your pocket. Before you open the door pump, try to get as much water out of the sewer with an empty shop and prepare some towels. The indrin pump should measure
apx. 15.8Ω when checked with a few yards of DP2.1 and DP2.1 connections in the main control board of washer. The duet washer motor must measure apx. 8Ω across each of the 3 engine connections (1,2&amp;3) when measured by a few meters. The duet washer engine has a touchometer
(connections 4 &amp; 5) that normally has to measure about 115Ω The engine control unit gets 120 volts AC of main washer control in MS2.1 and MS2.2 connections. The Dotoscher temperature sensor changes the resistance values in temperature changes. So in order to test the sensor you first need to
know about what its temperature is... Then use the chart below and a multimeter to see if it is in the correct range. Click the duet wire chart to open in a new window Duet &amp; Repair Guide 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
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